LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD!

Durability, ergonomics, maximum functionality and value are built right into every telePendant.

- Rugged, lightweight, and chemically resistant transmitter case withstands shock and abusive environments
- Trational pendant-style pushbutton station switches available in two- or three-speed designs
- Ergonomic, lightweight transmitter (50% lighter than its predecessor)
- telePendant is designed to minimize power consumption, providing one of the longest life batteries in the industry today
- Electronically synthesized frequency allows for 31 operating channels—no crystals to break
- Time Multiple Shared feature—four systems can share the same channel without interference
- 4-in-1 transmitter design supports multiple cranes via a password protected access code
- Universal transmitter design eliminates the cost and hassle of tracking and maintaining a fleet of spare transmitters

RADIO CONTROL PROGRAMMER (RCP) AND USB/IR ADAPTER PACKAGE OPTION

- Allows you to program system settings and do custom output mapping from your Windows PC
- Easily create and save your system configurations for future use
- Set up a spare transmitter with minimal effort
- Program on your PC or in standalone mode via the USB/IR Adapter
- Package includes a USB drive, activation code, USB cable, and User’s Guide
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USB/IR Adapter
FLEXIBILITY YOU WILL ONLY FIND FROM TELEPENDANT

• Available in up to 3 motions with 6 auxiliary functions, or 5 motions with 4 auxiliary functions using A & B select
• Two- or three-speed models available
• Stores four complete system configurations eliminating the cost and hassle of tracking and maintaining a fleet of spares
• Electronically synthesized frequency allows for 31 operating channels—no crystals to break
• Synthesized RF technology available:
  – Unlicensed (FCC Part 15/RSS-210)
  – Licensed (FCC Part 90/RSS-119)
• Can be custom labeled
• Three battery options available:
  – AA batteries (standard)
  – Rechargeable lithium
  – Disposable lithium

OUR RECEIVERS DELIVER THE OPTIONS YOU WANT

• Available with various numbers of outputs
• Radio ready transfer switch connections reduce installation time
• Optional pre-wired “pigtail” available so unit can be installed and wired quickly
• Receiver design can be configured to be operated with up to eight transmitters
• Internal master relay disable switch allows you to safely test the controls “live” without moving the crane
• Fusing and suppression on all power and control lines—built for the harshest applications
• Compact receiver design installs easily in the most confined spaces
• Clear cover controller and diagnostic LEDs allow you to perform diagnostics without opening the receiver door
• Available in 12 or 24 outputs
• Synthesized RF—up to 31 operating channels

For more information, contact a Sales Representative at (314) 884-8884.